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Investment objective 
To seek long-term investment returns through capital growth, 
dividends and some income. A concentrated portfolio of 20-30 
holdings allows the manager the opportunity to add value. This 
unique portfolio has low all-inclusive fees. 

Investment profile 
Suitable for investors who: 

• Want to have informed professional advice without the 
inconvenience of day-to-day decisions 

• Appreciate the security associated with having their assets held 
at CIBC 

Investment strategy 
The portfolio is predominantly focused on global all-cap equities. 
Country and currency allocations will be optimized considering 
macroeconomic conditions. From time to time, corporate fixed 
income, convertible bonds/debentures and preferred shares will 
be used when risk/reward makes them favourable to stock. 

Portfolio facts 
Investment manager: Richard Nemeth 

Investment approach: Multiple Styles 

Return objective: Income and Growth 

Risk profile: Medium to High 

Investment mgmt fee: $100 000 Minimum 

Portfolio inception: November 1, 2012 

Benchmark: 40% S&P/TSX Composite Index; 20% S&P 
500 Index; 20% FTSE Canada Universe Bond 
Index; 20% MSCI EAFE Index 

Asset allocation 

min. max. 

Cash 0% 40% 

Fixed 
income 0% 50% 

Total 
equities 40% 100% 

Other 
assets 

0% 10% 
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Annualized returns 

Performance 
(%) 3 Mths 6 Mths 1 Yr 3 Yrs 5 Yrs 10 Yrs Since 

inception 

Strategy 8.8 13.9 0.5 16.3 6.4 7.9 8.1 

Benchmark 5.7 12.8 -0.9 12.5 7.3 8.5 8.8 

Calendar year returns 

Performance 
(%) YTD 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 

Strategy 8.8 -8.6 15.3 17.2 12.7 -10.4 11.6 8.5 

Benchmark 5.7 -8.5 16.8 8.9 18.8 -3.5 10.4 9.8 

Performance shown in Canadian dollars before the deduction of fees and expenses. 

Growth of $100,000 

 
Date Strategy Benchmark 

11/12 $100,262 $99,963 

12/12 $102,760 $101,636 

01/13 $106,055 $104,666 

02/13 $107,066 $106,717 

03/13 $105,943 $107,203 

04/13 $104,420 $107,674 

05/13 $114,134 $109,315 

06/13 $110,392 $107,047 

07/13 $113,490 $109,525 

08/13 $114,967 $110,271 

09/13 $116,249 $112,141 

10/13 $123,070 $116,960 

11/13 $122,994 $118,737 

12/13 $124,106 $120,715 

01/14 $124,027 $122,227 

02/14 $127,624 $126,347 

03/14 $128,373 $126,843 

04/14 $130,417 $128,484 

05/14 $130,446 $129,214 

06/14 $131,304 $131,172 

07/14 $132,260 $132,346 

08/14 $134,196 $134,560 

09/14 $131,258 $132,428 

10/14 $129,048 $132,217 

11/14 $136,464 $134,875 

12/14 $133,419 $134,628 

01/15 $137,892 $140,532 

02/15 $144,925 $145,124 

03/15 $142,450 $143,884 

04/15 $140,494 $143,788 

05/15 $143,173 $145,166 

06/15 $139,287 $142,022 

07/15 $140,703 $145,876 

08/15 $134,527 $140,560 

09/15 $130,430 $136,720 

10/15 $137,841 $140,738 

11/15 $138,299 $141,283 

12/15 $137,554 $141,452 

01/16 $132,182 $138,148 

02/16 $126,582 $135,885 

03/16 $132,207 $139,987 

04/16 $131,708 $141,176 

05/16 $136,208 $144,795 

06/16 $134,851 $144,212 

07/16 $139,111 $149,484 

08/16 $141,248 $150,105 

09/16 $141,510 $151,401 

10/16 $143,026 $151,506 

11/16 $144,358 $152,931 

12/16 $149,222 $155,286 

01/17 $147,399 $155,498 

02/17 $152,518 $158,626 

03/17 $153,910 $160,997 

04/17 $155,367 $164,570 

05/17 $156,326 $164,876 

06/17 $151,376 $161,605 

07/17 $151,730 $160,094 

08/17 $154,141 $161,227 

09/17 $159,753 $164,091 

10/17 $165,177 $169,747 

11/17 $167,396 $171,693 

12/17 $166,574 $171,403 

01/18 $168,781 $172,351 

02/18 $168,508 $170,440 

03/18 $165,929 $169,553 

04/18 $167,087 $171,050 

05/18 $172,436 $174,373 

06/18 $168,971 $176,531 

07/18 $168,145 $178,525 

08/18 $170,439 $178,794 

09/18 $169,427 $177,714 

10/18 $155,670 $168,831 

11/18 $158,356 $171,586 

12/18 $149,200 $165,349 

01/19 $158,666 $173,669 

02/19 $164,101 $178,125 

03/19 $166,705 $181,680 

04/19 $173,448 $187,032 

05/19 $160,336 $181,604 

06/19 $164,560 $185,913 

07/19 $164,660 $186,661 

08/19 $155,463 $187,004 

09/19 $159,474 $189,466 

10/19 $158,424 $190,367 

11/19 $166,484 $195,938 

12/19 $168,207 $196,373 

01/20 $168,429 $199,600 

02/20 $160,850 $189,374 

03/20 $143,719 $169,745 

04/20 $157,941 $183,131 

05/20 $163,274 $188,462 

06/20 $166,046 $191,871 

07/20 $167,873 $197,547 

08/20 $175,181 $201,543 

09/20 $170,619 $199,412 

10/20 $169,441 $193,839 

11/20 $191,319 $210,223 

12/20 $197,190 $213,922 

01/21 $200,116 $212,518 

02/21 $205,163 $216,506 

03/21 $206,794 $221,498 

04/21 $211,300 $225,418 

05/21 $211,933 $228,978 

06/21 $217,632 $234,566 

07/21 $217,141 $238,047 

08/21 $219,683 $243,029 

09/21 $213,985 $236,790 

10/21 $218,451 $243,398 

11/21 $217,471 $242,953 

12/21 $227,326 $249,849 

01/22 $222,572 $243,391 

02/22 $218,717 $240,741 

03/22 $224,979 $243,763 

04/22 $212,237 $231,954 

05/22 $209,294 $231,510 

06/22 $194,009 $216,008 

07/22 $207,152 $227,240 

08/22 $205,718 $222,442 

09/22 $198,511 $214,154 

10/22 $203,629 $223,606 

11/22 $215,293 $236,769 

12/22 $207,833 $228,623 

01/23 $222,391 $241,902 

02/23 $221,797 $238,305 

03/23 $226,050 $241,536 

 Strategy: $226,050    Benchmark: $241,536  
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CIBC PRIVATE WEALTH 

The composite includes open fee-paying discretionary managed accounts 
where the strategy has been held for at least two months, through a purchase 
or a switch from another investment or a different CIBC Wood Gundy Advisor 
Managed Account (AMA) strategy. Also included in the composite are closed 
accounts that held the Strategy, up to the last full month the Strategy was 
held. 

The composite includes AMA performance data, two months after the 
Strategy's inception in the AMA program. Composite performance returns are 
geometrically linked and calculated by weighting each account's monthly 
performance, including changes in securities' values, and accrued income (i.e. 
dividends and interest), against its market value at the beginning of each 
month, as represented by the market value at the opening of the first business 
day of each month. Performance returns are gross of AMA investment 
management fees, and other expenses, if any. Each individual account's 
performance returns will be reduced by these fees and expenses. 

Individual AMA performance results may materially differ from those in this 
document due to the above and other factors such as an account's size, the 
length of time an AMA strategy has been held, cash flows in and out of the 
individual account, trade execution timing, market conditions and 
movements, trading prices, foreign exchange rates, specific client constraints, 
and constraints against purchasing securities of related and connected issuers 
to CIBC Wood Gundy. 

Past performance may not be repeated and is not indicative of future results. 
This document is prepared for informational purposes only and is subject to 
change without notice. 

WOOD GUNDY 

This document is not to be construed as an offer to sell, or solicitation for, or 
an offer to buy any AMA strategy or other securities. Consideration of 
individual circumstances and current events is critical to sound investment 
planning. All investments carry a certain degree of risk. It is important to 
review objectives, risk tolerance, liquidity needs, tax consequences and any 
other considerations before choosing an AMA strategy. 

This information, including any opinion, is based on various sources believed 
to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed and is subject to change. 
CIBC and CIBC World Markets Inc., their affiliates, directors, officers and 
employees may buy, sell, or hold a position in securities of a company 
mentioned herein, its affiliates or subsidiaries, and may also perform financial 
advisory services, investment banking or other services for, or have lending or 
other credit relationships with the same. CIBC World Markets Inc. and its 
representatives will receive sales commissions and/or a spread between bid 
and ask prices if you purchase, sell or hold the securities referred to above. 
© CIBC World Markets Inc. 2023. 

If you are currently a CIBC Wood Gundy client, please contact your 
Investment Advisor. 

CIBC Wood Gundy is a division of CIBC World Markets Inc., a subsidiary of 
CIBC and a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund and Investment 
Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. 

CIBC Private Wealth consists of services provided by CIBC and certain of its 
subsidiaries, including CIBC Wood Gundy, a division of CIBC World Markets 
Inc. 

CIBC Private Wealth is a registered trademark of CIBC, used under license. 
"Wood Gundy" is a registered trademark of CIBC World Markets Inc. 

Richard Nemeth, Portfolio Manager, Investment Advisor 
2200-255 Queens Ave, London, ON N6A 5R8 
(519) 640-7740 • 1 (800) 265-5982 
richard.nemeth@cibc.ca • 
https://woodgundyadvisors.cibc.com/richard-nemeth 
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